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Intention

The Soul Self Series was created to nurture awareness in oneself through self
discovery and exploration. This is a non-denominational guidebook series, and
devoted to nurturing critical thinking skills and reflections thereto.
Each title is a stand alone book and can be read in any order as you wish.
All books follow a familiar format, so the principles can be consumed easily.

Format

The content is purposely concise to provide readers with bite-size reflective
topics to consider. There are no wrong answers! This activity is simply
thoughtful questions, which are posed as possibilities. Notations, journaling,
doodling, and speculative pondering are encouraged to prompt engagement,
and enlist mindful critiques for enrichment, and expansion.

Best Use

For individuals it is suggested to print the journal pages of the book, and grab
a pen. While reading you can then immediately capture your thoughts and write
them down on the notation spots. As the book progresses, your thoughts will
develop into more ideas. So taking notes along the way will aid your memory.
It is not necessary to write down full sentences! Just jot down key words that
inspire you while contemplating concepts and theories.

Group Facilitation

Although this guide is in a workbook format, it is designed with larger type so
the content can be viewed on an overhead for group presentations. There are
separate individual and group Q&A pages for key topics. As well, a self reflection
page for journaling concludes this topic.
These guides offer options! Teachers can direct students to explore and answer
questions individually, in small groups, or by guided whole group discussions.
All Q&As are in black on white, to be printer friendly, and to conserve ink.

Thank YOU & Enjoy!
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The Purpose
of Dreams
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Here is a variety of common thoughts, opinions and
beliefs regarding the purpose of Dreams.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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●

Reactivates issues to resolve
Mirrors current life experiences
Helps process states of thought
A way to work through emotions
Receive inspiration or messages
Assists to sort out traumatic events
Revisit memories to enjoy or resolve
Create play space for your imagination
A porthole to our higher consciousness
Soul travel; break free from restrictions
Acknowledge truths and acquire wisdom
Enhances creativity and problem solving
Reflects the dreamer's unconscious mind
Visit the past—or premonitions of the future
A means for living or departed souls to connect

●
●
●

There are certainly many more ideas for what a dream
imparts or shares in our sleep conscious state of mind. Do
any of these suggestions resonate with your experiences?
Let’s delve a little deeper!
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Dream Subjects
To Ponder
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Are Dreams created to help
Us heal from past events
Including trauma?

While Daydreams occur when
We are awake—can- or do they
Share the same elements
of a sleep dream ?

Pr
e

Do you have free will—
the ability to make and
act on a choice in a dream?
Do animals dream like humans?
Why or why not?

Are dreams our imagination at play?
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What words do you identify— or resonate with when you hear or think of the
word DREAM?

Share your own definition of a DREAM.
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How did you arrive at your definition? Meaning, was it taught to you? Did you
have an experience that influenced your definition of a Dream? Explain.

Your Name & Date:
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What About Dreams
& Your Consciousness?
The simplistic definition for Consciousness is AWARENESS
which includes, but is not limited to...
An awareness of one's surroundings
An awareness of one’s own perception
The awareness of the mind of its self and the
realities/non realities outside itself
The ability to experience and/or feel having a
sense of self- or soul
Internal & external awareness of the state of being
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●
●

●

●
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There is a shared implicit intuition about what consciousness is.
While consciousness is something we all experience, it is
difficult to explain because it is not tangible. It is not something
we can hold in our hand. Yet, we have a construct of what it
means through our human experience. The word most
associated with consciousness is AWARENESS.
If consciousness is a state of AWARENESS, then Dream
awareness is an interlocking, significant component. Another
facet of consciousness. One that is seemingly purposeful.
Perhaps Dreams are not only productive, but an essential
higher function to serve our soul self. Thus, the reason restful,
REM sleep is so important to our mental and physical health
and well being. Whether you remember your dreams, or not;
most will agree a good night’s rest is essential food for the soul.
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Why Do We Lucid Dream?
Having a lucid dream is a natural progression and evolution of
our soul journey. Some consider lucid dreams as a sign of
evolving oneself into a higher dimensional frequency or vibration.
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Once you start having awareness inside your lucid dreams you
will be captivated. Largely because you will discover other
aspects of your soul self. And, you will open up other portholes
of possibilities. In turn, your options for self awareness expands
beyond limitless. Essentially, being aware of your dream inside
your dream state is your own consciousness, recognizing
itself in action.

Lucid Dreams have distinct features and can be characterized as:
Lucid Dreams typically occur in the REM sleep state

●

Having self awareness of being in a dream inside your dream

Pr
e

●

●

As an active participant, you can participate in your dream

●

One is able to make conscious choices and act upon them

●

Color, conversations, objects and events are often detailed

●

Lucid Dream mastery improves with intentional practice

The bottom line is a lucid dream is any dream during which the
dreamer knows they are dreaming.
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How to Encourage
Lucid Dreams
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There are many opinions written on how to induce Lucid Dreams.
As a long time lucid dreamer I can only offer what has worked
from my own experiences and observations. Some ideas include:

Lucid Dreams occur in REM sleep. Therefore, induce a totally
relaxed, restful state to insure deep sleep. Physical exercise such
as a long nature walk, or mountain hike assists to rest the mind.
Maintain a healthy mental mind, free of drugs, alcohol, pills or
other substances. As well be cognizant of the foods you feed
your body. Do not drink alcohol or caffeine prior to night sleep.

Pr
e

Set a dream intention as you relax into sleep. Keep it simple.
Such as, ask to have an ongoing issue resolved. While it may not
come up in the dream. Upon waking, recall what you asked.
Answers may well just pop up then, or through out the day.
Put your waking conscious mind elsewhere by meditating,
daydreaming or visualizing your future. This practice helps
stimulate your subconscious. Waking dreams enlist lucid ones.
Recall, revisit and reflect on dreams upon immediately waking.
Also, hold and feel your dream as you wake up for easier recall.

When in a dream, consciously force-make a decision. Instead of
running away, turn and confront-talk to the person(s) chasing you.
This works best in nightmares when you are alert to a threat.
Choices stimulate your conscious participation in your dream.
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Have you had Lucid Dreams- and if so, have they had any impact on your
perceptions or ideas of alternative mental states of consciousness?

Does this information encourage you to further explore Lucid Dreams? Explain.

Pr
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Have you ever kept a Dream journal? One where you write down your dreams to
make sense of them or find recurring patterns? How might this benefit you?

Your Name & Date:
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Why are Dreams Abstract?
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Lucid, or not, Dreams are often abstract. Dream states construct
results from how our brain and/or subconscious receives—then
interprets information. Often dream messages need to be
decoded..similar to a puzzle with many pieces. This is the fun
part. If your lucid dream includes another living person, chat with
them. Most often they can help you figure out the pieces to the
mixed messages. I will use a personal example to illustrate.
My son-in-law, Conner, had an owl dream he had to share with
me. He was reticent to disclose the oddities in the dream. Why?
Because in his immediate perception his dream was not only
baffling, but downright weird. But, to me his dream delivered
an awesome message.

Pr
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Conner’s dream was about a very large robust owl who appeared
and towered over him. The owl was intense with intent. Before
long Conner was carrying this owl, inside a package, as they
went on a walk. That is where his dream ended. So Conner’s
lucid dream became a journey because he was quite compelled
to tell me. Yet he did not understand why. Until I then told Conner
of my experience...which happened a month prior to when he
married my daughter! We figured out all the nuances of his brief
owl encounter, including that package he needed to deliver. It
was very evident my Great Grey Owl was reaching out to me
once again. To tell me he was fine, and even stronger than
before. This was not the first time my friend reached out through
another. But, it was the first time the Great Grey used a lucid
dream to reconnect. And no less, on a night of a full moon!
The miracle story of this Great Grey Owl is linked here.
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More Dream
Topics to Consider
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Is there any reason to fear a
Lucid Dream if you have a choice
While participating in one?
Do you believe a Lucid Dream
Could be used to heal a
Past traumatic event?
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Dreams are often abstract and obscure.
Is this how our mind processes
Information to get clarity?
Dreams live in an alternative state of
Consciousness. Do you think this is
Another reality that may offer
possibilities we have not
Considered yet?
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Sign & Date Your Reflections.
Your Future Self May Enjoy Reminiscing!
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Thank YOU for Previewing

Your Ratings & Comments are Appreciated!

Enjoy Other Books in this Series!
For Questions & Inquires
Visit PattyAnn.net

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING
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